No Gatherings? No Problem!!

The time has come to start thinking about participating in the Annual Air Force Marathon! This year, because of the pandemic, the event will be held “virtually” so it is now easier than ever to participate! Simply run your desired race distance on 19 September and submit your race results online and you will receive recognition for your participation in the event! Distances include marathon, half marathon, 10 km, 5 km, and other fun run options. C/Col Wendlberger and C/Lt Col Garrett will be hosting a PDT related to the marathon from 18-20 September, which will include fun and engaging virtual activities to complement the marathon and Air Force Spirit. More information about this opportunity will be sent to your emails in the coming weeks, but if you have any questions about the event or our PDT, please reach out to either C/Col Wendlberger or C/Lt Col Garrett. Stay fit and get ready to represent Detachment 195!
Mind-Melting Maze

Whoever sends C/Maj Jakubowski the solved puzzle first will get a shoutout in the next newsletter!

Newsletter Submissions

Newsletter submissions have been slightly sparse for the last two published editions and we want to hear about and share your summer adventures to keep morale high and stay in touch until Fall semester! Please submit your written article with pictures in a google document and send it directly to C/Maj Jakubowski **NLT 1200 26 July** to be published in the next July edition. jakubowski.elise@afrotc.iit.edu
Sew Much to Make, Sew Little Time

By C/3C Kim

My Spring Quarter ended only about a month back, so my summer’s only been that long thus far. Especially in that first week, I either spent it oversleeping or weeping over K-dramas, which definitely wouldn’t sustain me through the entirety of summer. They’re certainly not productive hobbies, at that. In comes my recent venture into sewing and embroidery! I dabbled with the craft years ago, but I never really took the time to invest into becoming proficient in it until this summer. So far, it’s been relatively simple projects that I’ve been taking up, embroidering practice designs onto fabrics and making cloth masks for family and friends. I’m even in the midst of customizing masks for some fellow cadets in the detachment.

I’ve been into graphic design and designing my own clothes for some time, too, so it’s dope to be able to realize those designs without splurging too much cash, since the materials are way cheaper than purchasing similar garments from department stores. I’m hoping I’ll be able to make shirts and backpacks from scratch by the time school rolls around; maybe I’ll consider selling them too? If you’re looking for a chill hobby to dive into that’s easy to do while also watching a show or sitting on your front porch – and one that makes for sweet gifts! – I highly recommend picking up your own needle and thread and whipping up a few of your own custom masks and pencil cases.

Announcements:

- Don’t forget to write letters to Cadets who are attending FT to help them keep their morale high! See June 20 Ed 2 Newsletter for details.

- Continue taking appropriate safety precautions to ensure your health and wellbeing for the upcoming semester. ICE COLD!